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Details of Visit:

Author: Polarfox67
Location 2: South Kensington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 26 Jul 2008 2200
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Olina Oriental Escorts
Website: http://www.olina-oriental-escort.com
Phone: 07508538000

The Premises:

Olina lives on her own in a very discrete appartment in a well known building close to South
Kensington Tube. The area is respectable, prosperous and safe. Olina's appartment itself, whilst
compact, is immacutlately presented and tastefully decorated throughout.

The Lady:

Olina is drop-dead grogeous and cute as a button. The pictures on her website are a very acurate
reflection (no airbrushing here!), with the exception that she has now had her hair cut into a
shoulder length bob. I know it's a cliche, but I found her to be even more attractive than her photos,
with a body that is just designed for sin. Unlike many asian girls who tend to be rather too skinny
and boyish for my liking, Olina is curvaceous, athletic and extremely femine, best of all she has the
most amazing plump, round, taut arse.

The Story:

This is my first report. I must confess that as an occasional punter I generally tend to use this site
for a bit of research before lining up a likely conquest, however, have never in the past felt inclined
to write any reports. Usually I come away from an encounter with an escort either moderately
satisfied or moderately dissatisfied. Either way I don't usually feel that the experience was worthy of
my taking the time and effort to post a report. On Saturday night however, I had such an
outstanding time with Olina that I somehow feel duty-bound to sing her praises on here. In my
experience girls like Olina in this business are extremely few and far between, indeed rare enough
that I have never met one before and as such richly deserve the publicity that a good reputation on
this site might bring them.

On arriving at Olina's door I was ushered into her very pleasant appartment and immediately met by
a vision of svelte, sexy loveliness dressed all in black. Black high heeled shoes, black seemed
stockings and a tiny figure hugging shimmering black dress. Olina somehow manages to combine a
classy and sophisticated sexual confidence with a coquettish, gamine-like charm. Scarcely had I
been shown into the sitting room before Olina was requesting that she be introduced to my cock
and I in turn introduced me to her sublime OWO technique. Introductions made I was offered an
array of drinks including champagne and spirits - I opted for some white wine and olina dissapeared
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and returned with a nicely chilled bottle of Pouilly-Fume and a couple of glasses. All in all a pretty
good start to a punt!

I guess sometimes you just click particularly well with another individual or the sexual chemistry just
happens to be really well matched. For whatever reasons the next hour and more with Olina was
one long blur of passionate sexual abandon, nothing felt forced and nothing formulaic. Olina's OWO
and deep throat are truly out of this world, but equally, her silky smooth, sweet-tasting pussy is
perfection and her tight arse a delight - both to tongue and to fuck! The culmination of our prolonged
bout of sexual gymnastics was one of the most intense CIM orgasms I have experienced in a very
long time - heaven!

Although already overtime at this point, Olina was insistant that she run us a nice bath to share so
that she could wash me all over before my eventual departure.

In conclusion Olina is an absolute treasure, stunningly attractive and offering an all-encompassing
unparalleled service. I am fortunate enough to have experienced alot of good sex in my life, but in
all honesty I have never before experienced 'paid for sex' of such high quality and mindblowing
intensity - what a star!!!
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